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Amina offer preconfigured 4 channel fixed install amplifier.

Amina Technologies, the British Invisible Speaker Design Company, will launch a 4 channel digital
amplifier at ISE2019 offering total protection and unparalleled audio performance when used with
the company’s range of Invisible Loudspeakers.
The 1U high, rack mount Amina A100Q features no end user controls ensuring complete system
security within fixed installations. The fully programmable amplifier features four line level inputs
that are available to any one of four 100W power output stages. It also features two, line-level
outputs and an internal Analogue Devices DSP processor, offering extremely capable and
independent processing functionality to all six output channels that can all be configured individually
with completely different algorithms.
Each channel can be delayed and features independent equalisation and soft limiting to ensure
every speaker is both fully protected, no matter what is thrown at it. This provides optimal system
performance for the end-user who then never has to think any more about the technology in his or
her home.
The A100Q is fully programmable (via a PC link) and Amina will individually configure the unit to
match integrators desired system architecture prior to shipping, tailoring the internal setup for
specific speaker choice and system design.
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The A100Q features full overload protection for any speaker load and, critically, has an impressively
low noise floor. This allow users complete freedom to relax and enjoy high quality listening using
the company’s highly efficient and sensitive range of invisible speakers in the quietest of
environments and with the most detailed of acoustic tracks.
More information on the new Amina A100Q amplifier and on the full range of Amina Invisible audio
solutions can be found on Stand N15E, Hall 1.
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